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Psalm 1 

 

Rough and somewhat literal translation by Richard M Wright 

 

Superscription (none) 

Not this/negative (The) blessings
1
 of the man who does not walk in the counsel 

of (the) wicked / and in the way
2
 of sinners does not stand / 

and in the seat
3
 of mockers does not sit. 

But this/positive But instead in the instruction (or Torah)
4
 of Yhwh (is) his 

delight. And on his instruction he ruminates (or meditates)
5
 

by day and (by) night. 

Positive II And he is like a tree planted by channels of water / which 

give its fruit in its season (or time) and upon it does not 

wither. And all that he does prospers (or he makes prosper).
6
 

Contrast Not so the wicked. Instead (he is) like chaff that the wind 

blows away. 

Conclusion Therefore (the) wicked will not stand in the judgment / nor 

sinners in the assembly of (the) righteous. 

Explanation For (or because) Yhwh knows the way of (the) righteous / 

and the way of (the) wicked will disappear (or perish or 

become lost).
7
 

                                                           
1
 Hebrew ʾesher which BDB defines as “happiness, blessedness of”. The word is sometimes used 

to express “riches” perhaps “benefits”. Difficult to translate into English. “Happy (is the man)” is 

a little misleading. “Blessed (is the man)” is confusing because it sounds like a typical barukh 

blessing which this is not. Konrad Schaefer suggests it connotes “walk, step, advance”. 
2
 Hebrew derek usually expresses “road, path” but frequently “way” in the sense of “how one 

lives”.  
3
 Hebrew mo(w)shab as “session, assembly”, see Konrad Schaefer, Psalms, 8 et passim. 

4
 Oh man what to do with tora(h). Is this Torah in the sense of “the first five books of the Old 

Testament = Pentateuch”? or Torah in the sense of “the Old Testament = Hebrew Scriptures”? or 

in the more general sense of “teaching, instruction”? I am not a fan of translating tora(h) as 

“law” although I surmise we get that because it was translated into Greek as (ho) nomos “law”. 

Hebrew tora(h) is based on the root y-r-(h) that means “throw, cast” and (in the Hiphil stem 

which is causative) “teach, instruct”. 
5
 Hebrew h-g-(h) which drives translators crazy. Often translated as “meditate” which is weak. It 

can also express “recite”. So verbal as well as mental. Moreover h-g-(h) sometimes expresses the 

noise animals make in the wild. How on earth does one translate a word that can express “think 

about, meditate, recite, growl, moan”? Compare Eugene Peterson, Eat This Book. 
6
 This is difficult to interpret. Hebrew ts-l-ḥ means “prosper”. However this is in the Hiphil stem 

which is causative so something like “causes to prosper”. Causes what to prosper??? Scholars do 

sometimes note and comment on this. One scholar suggests a “solution”. BHS critical apparatus 

suggests this is a gloss from Joshua 1:8. But who is the subject? And what is the object? 
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Exegetical notes 

 

(1) For the most part Psalm 1 is an easy text. It is relatively short. Does not have 

difficult vocabulary. Most if not all of the forms seem pretty clear. Just a couple 

places where the syntax is a little awkward. “And upon it (it) does not wither”. 

That is not a major problem. Biblical Hebrew sometimes uses these sorts of 

impersonal constructions. And “all that he does prospers”. Except the verb is 

Hiphil which is causative so “he makes prosper”. Makes what prosper? Who 

makes prosper? God? Well maybe. (See Konrad Schaefer, Psalms, 4.) It might be 

as simple as “everything he does (or makes) he causes to prosper”. So not simply 

the subject prospers. But what he does or makes also prospers. See n5 above. 

 

(2) The psalm does not show any late features that I can tell. No late vocabulary 

and no late syntagma. At most maybe tora(h) although that also shows up in pre-

exilic texts. If the psalm means tora(h) in the sense of “collection of five books” 

then maybe. Scholars debate when there was such a thing as Torah = five books of 

the Hebrew Bible. The general consensus is after the end of the exile. That does 

not mean all those books or every part of those books was composed after the 

exile. Simply that they had not been finished or assembled into a collection known 

as Torah. James Mays interprets tora(h) here as the “whole body of tradition” 

although he also notes the psalmist knows tora(h) as something written. 

 

(3) Whether verse 1b means Torah or instruction of Yhwh more generally… when 

might this have been an issue of concern? Observe the imagery and the contrast 

between the man who is like this versus the wicked person who is not like this. The 

contrast seems to be between someone who is stable, who thrives, bears fruit, 

prospers or causes to prosper. And someone who just blows away like grass in the 

wind. One is well planted. The other is not. And the one who is well planted (and 

so on) is rooted in torah (however one interprets that). When was this an issue? 

Luke Timothy Johnson in his book The Writings of the New Testament in 

discussing diaspora Judaism emphasizes how important Torah was for Jewish 

identity. Perhaps during the Babylonian Exile. Even if the Torah as we know it 

today was not complete. I am speculating here. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
7
 Hebrew ʾ-b-d. I hate this word because it is difficult to convey in English. BDB defines as 

“perish (which means what exactly?), die, be exterminated, vanish, be lost, lose”. Perhaps 

“be(come) lost” comes close. Just like in English we can say “ten soldiers were lost” (lost their 

way) or “ten soldiers were lost” (died). So far as I can tell the basic meaning of the root (which 

contradicts what I say elsewhere) is “disappear”. Compare Greek apóllumi in John 3:16. 
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(4) What many commentators find odd is how the psalm begins by describing the 

benefits of the man who does not do these things. Why refer to “counsel… way… 

seat”? As if there are wicked people who give bad advice… sinners who live a 

certain way… mockers who occupy seats of influence or authority. As if there is 

another “way” that is causing problems for those who committed to Torah. 

Babylonian Exile? After the Exile when (and there is good evidence for this) the 

returned exiles face opposition from outside as well as from inside the community?  

 

(5) Speaking of historical context we need to be careful how we interpret verse 5. 

English translations sometimes give the impression that verse 5 refers to an 

eschatological judgment. That is possible. I am inclined to think verse 5 refers to 

the daily life of the Jewish community. Judgment in the sense of righting wrongs 

and making decisions – note use of Hebrew mishpat. The assembly in the sense of 

those who gather in the city gates to decide cases. 

 

(6) Nahum Sarna invites us to pay attention to number in this psalm. We have “the 

man” (an individual) who does not do those things but instead is like this… who by 

verse 5 is a member of the community of the righteous (plural). As opposed to the 

wicked (plural) who are not described as individuals. English translations that aim 

for “gender neutral” language obscure this movement from individual to member 

of a community. I do not have a problem with translations that aim to be more 

“gender neutral” but this is one of those times where that approach can obscure the 

dynamics of the text. 

 

(7) What type of psalm is this? Scholars consistently describe Psalm 1 as a wisdom 

or even a Torah psalm. And perhaps Torah psalms are a kind of wisdom literature. 

Psalm 1 does not address God. Not in lament, thanksgiving, praise, prayer for the 

king. It describes the way the world works. This is how things are. And (this is a 

feature of wisdom literature) this is how one navigates life in the world that God 

created. Do you want to be like the “man” in verse 3? Then do what verse 2 

describes. And not what is listed in verse 1. 

 

(8) Naturally people will read Psalm 1 and wonder if that is how the world really 

works or if it always works that way. This is an issue in wisdom literature. It is 

why there is Proverbs and Job and Ecclesiastes. See Character in Crisis by 

William Brown. It is why the naïve Torah piety of Psalm 1 is followed by Psalm 2 

and how the nations rage and want to throw off the rule of Yhwh and his anointed 

king(?) followed by psalms of lament as well as psalms of thanksgiving and praise 

and so on. Sometimes the righteous suffer and the wicked thrive. 
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(9) It is an important “data point” for my theory that the psalter corresponds 

roughly to the history of the people of Israel and perhaps the story of creation. 

Look at the imagery in verse 3. Trees and streams and water and fruit(!?!) and so 

on. One scholar (Sarna?) suggested it reminds us of the garden with trees and fruit 

in Genesis 2. And yes that fell apart in Genesis 3. Which is why Psalm 2 and 

psalms of lament. Leading to the destruction of Jerusalem and of the temple and to 

exile. Which brings us to Psalm 88. Not sure what to do with Psalm 89. Leading to 

the struggle to endure and survive exile then to return and the struggle to rebuild. 

Which brings us to Psalm 90. This is a work in progress. 

 

(10) What basically is the key distinction between the “righteous” and the 

“wicked”? Psalm 1 seems to say it has to do with how one responds to the 

revelation of Yhwh… to the “reality and revelation of the Lord’s rule over human 

affairs” (James Mays, 43). The wicked are guided by their own tora(h) (which is 

themselves?). Note how Psalm 1 describes life as a “journey through time” along 

one of two basic ways. This sounds rather like the early Christian work the 

Didache or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.  

 

(11) Compare Psalm 1 to Jeremiah 17:7-8. Every scholar I consult is confident that 

Psalm 1 takes up the imagery of Jeremiah 17 and makes a couple changes. This 

helps us date Psalm 1. Note how “trust in Yhwh” in Jeremiah 17 is “delight in the 

tora(h) of Yhwh” in Psalm 1.  

 

(12) Finally it is significant that Psalm 1 is placed at the beginning of the psalter as 

an introduction. As if to say “ruminate upon this book… treat it as instruction or 

tora(h)… this entire psalter helps us discern the way of the righteous versus the 

way of the wicked”. The book of Psalms is divided into five “books” or sections 

such that the book of Psalms is presented as a kind of torah. I wonder if the five 

books of the psalter also correspond to the five books of Torah. Doubtful. 

 

(12b) The last couple decades scholars increasingly discuss the “big picture” of 

how books or collections of books are put together. And how not only are psalms 

placed deliberately but they are placed in relation to each other. For example that 

Psalm 21 is linked to 22 is linked to 23. Psalm 1 is linked to Psalm 2. Note the 

“beatitude” at the end of Psalm 2. Thus forming an inclusio that bind Psalm 1 

and Psalm 2 to form a double introduction to the psalter. 

 

(13) Psalms 1, 2, 3 are recited (in part) toward the beginning of Great Vespers in 

Orthodox Christianity. So every Saturday evening. Hmm… why? 


